Anreise

Fahrzeug
If you arrive by car, you can park in the multi-storey car park, Dammstrasse 20 (DA 20), drive and draw there an entrance ticket. If there are no parking spaces available in the DA20, we refer you to park at the SBB railway station Zug, at the KBZ - Kaufmännisches Bildungszentrum Zug or at the Bossard Arena. **Due to the limited number of parking lots, we recommend using public transport.**

Zug
Leave the station in the direction of Gubelstrasse, cross Gubelstrasse and turn right into Dammstrasse at the roundabout. Walk along Dammstrasse to the end of the street and past the building at Theilerstrasse 1 (Landis+Gyr) to the entrance of the Siemens building at Theilerstrasse 1a.